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Abstract—Machine type communication (MTC), as one of the
most promising technologies in the future wireless communica-
tion, has brought mobile communication network into a new level.
The breakthrough of cutting-edge technology and broad coverage
of cellular networks in long term evolution advanced network con-
stitute an ideal platform for ubiquitous MTC service provisioning
on a large scale. However, under the traditional attach approach,
the massive MTC devices always select the evolved NodeB (eNB)
with the best signal quality for the attachment, thereby causing
the network congestion and overload. As a result, it is necessary
to design an efficient eNB selection scheme to avoid overload issue.
In this paper, by modeling MTC arrivals using nonhomogeneous
poisson process with the memoryless property, we formulate the
eNB selection problem as a Markov decision process (MDP) and
try to compute an optimal solution. Since the network parame-
ters for MDP are not obtained easily, a learning-based algorithm
with value-difference based exploration (VDBE) policy who could
leverage both present conditions and expected future demands is
further proposed. The performances of the proposed reinforce-
ment learning (RL) VDBE, other RL-based, the legacy best-signal-
quality, and MDP without RL eNB-selection schemes are analyzed
in terms of blocking probability, transmission rate, and load bal-
ancing. The simulation results show that our scheme has the best
performance on the blocking probability and loading balancing
while an acceptable result on the transmission rate. It is suitable
for the MTC environment with a highly changed number of MTC
arrivals while without high requirement on the transmission rate.

Index Terms—eNB selection, machine type communications,
Markov decision process, reinforcement learning, value-difference
based exploration.

I. INTRODUCTION

MACHINE Type Communications (MTC), also known as
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications in cellu-

lar networks, appear to be one of the most promising technolo-
gies in the future wireless communications since they enable
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the communications among machines without or with few hu-
man interactions. Various applications are facilitated by MTC
devices, such as security, healthcare, education, transportation,
and monitoring [1]. For example, MTC devices can provide
health-care applications that monitor the status of the elders
by sensors so as to offer instant feedbacks under certain cir-
cumstance [2]. 3GPP suggests that the deployment of MTC
applications is standardized in Long Term Evolution Advanced
(LTE-A) network for its higher capability and broader coverage
area [3]. The ultimate goal of MTC is to enable comprehen-
sive and ubiquitous connectivity for all the MTC devices in the
environment.

In contrast with traditional Human-to-Human (H2H) commu-
nications using smartphones, such as voice and video streaming
services, the data transmitted by MTC is smaller while the num-
ber of devices involved is much larger. It is expected that the
number of MTC devices will proliferate to billions in 2020, and
the number of MTC device connecting to a single base station
(Evolved NodeB; eNB in LTE-A terminology) will be from
10000 to 100000 [4]. Moreover, the traffic patterns between
MTC and H2H are different. In particular, most MTC appli-
cations generate concurrent, periodic, and short-period uplink
traffic, and remain static compared to H2H devices. Taking tem-
perature and humidity of environment as well as pulse and blood
pressure of a monitored patient as examples, the amount of traf-
fic transmitted or received by MTC devices is limited, thereby
requiring smaller transmission rate comparing with traditional
H2H services.

Considering the aforementioned characteristics of MTC, it is
expected that simultaneous access attempts from a large number
of devices to eNBs occur. For instance, a massive number of
sensors or monitoring devices deployed in a railroad will be
triggered when a train is about to pass. Scenarios like this happen
frequently in the real world and might cause not only signaling
load but also degradation of performance on the access network.
As the example shown and suggested in [5]–[8], one of the MTC
issues is the overload and congestion in radio access network.

The reason for causing congestion is that when performing
random access procedure, MTC devices contend for the pream-
ble by using random access procedure to access the LTE-A
network [5]. Obviously, the random access procedure is an im-
portant issue, and plenty of the papers probing MTC are based
on random access congestion problem [9], [10]. However, few
are considering the impact from the perspective of eNBs, that is,
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eNBs could suffer from the overload issue and fail to distribute
the resource even when MTC devices finish random access pro-
cedure. Without a strong eNB selection approach, network load
might fluctuate intensely, and overload could happen easily. As
a result, it is necessary to design an efficient and robust eNB
selection scheme MTC devices not only to fit the MTC charac-
teristics but also to keep the network load as stable as possible.

Generally speaking, to exhibit temporal and spatial concur-
rence of MTC arrival, Beta distribution is a convincing way
to demonstrate the burst arrival [5], [11]. In this paper, we uti-
lize non-homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) to modulate the
Beta distribution [12] and formulate the eNB selection problem
as Markov Decision Process (MDP) for the sake of memory-
lessness feature shown by both NHPP and MDP. By considering
both information of network side (i.e., loading in eNBs) and
of device side (i.e., the transmission rate), MDP could dynami-
cally meet operator objectives while maximizing utility of MTC
devices.

Moreover, when network parameters are not known, a Re-
inforcement Learning (RL) approach with Value-Difference
Based Exploration (VDBE) policy [13], [14] is introduced to
learn the requirements and preferences of MTC devices through
interacting with them. In particular, RL could help MTC device
to select the eNB dynamically either by random (known as ex-
ploration) or by previous experiences (known as exploitation).
The advantage of the VDBE is that exploration actions are se-
lected in situations when the knowledge about the environment
is uncertain, which is indicated by fluctuating values during
learning. In the learning process, the more information we have
known, the higher probability we obtain to select the optimal
eNB among the ones we know rather than choosing randomly.

We conduct extensive simulation experiments to evaluate the
performance of the proposed RL-VDBE eNB-selection scheme,
the legacy best-signal-quality scheme, and related RL-based
schemes in terms of blocking probability, transmission rate, and
load balancing. The simulation results show that our scheme has
the best performance on the blocking probability and loading
balancing while an acceptable result on the transmission rate.
It is suitable for the MTC environment with highly changed
number of MTC arrivals while without high requirement on the
transmission rate.

The rest sections of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the preliminary and related work. In
Section III, system model in this paper is presented. Section IV
shows the details of problem formulation and proposed scheme
corresponding to our system model. Follow by the simulations
and numerical results in Section V. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In MTC network, it is expected to see an extreme scenario
that a massive number of devices attempt to access the network.
Generally speaking, when an MTC device finishes radio access
procedure and obtains the exclusive preamble, it gets the right
to connect eNB. So far most papers probing the related issue
of MTC are around the level of random access procedure

issue such as [9], [10], [15] in Access Class Barring scheme,
[16]–[18] in Slotted Access scheme. The goal is to make the
devices to access eNBs as many as possible.

On the other hand, from the point of the network terminal,
massive devices pose a great challenge on eNBs. In [19], it first
takes access intensity among eNB into consideration, several
eNB selection algorithms are reviewed under different scenar-
ios. In [6], different overload control approaches are proposed to
avoid overload issue which is caused by random channel access
of MTC devices. The authors propose a reinforcement learning
based eNB selection algorithm that allows MTC devices to de-
cide the target eNB. However, both papers only take network
impacts into consideration, and the quality of experience is not
concerned for MTC devices. Authors in [20] concern parame-
ters in the user side (i.e., device throughput) and network side
(i.e, transmission delay from eNB). Please note that, among
all aforementioned papers [6], [19]–[21], MTC devices are re-
garded as decision makers and could select the target eNB on
their own. However, it is difficult to obtain the precise network
information at the user side. For example, instead of the real
load condition, only transmission delay is considered, which
might result in a sub-optimal solution. As a result, it is more
appropriate to set the network side as decision maker such as
[14], [22]–[25] due to the full understanding of networks.

Among selection issues, MDP is a powerful analytical tool
for sequential decision making under uncertainty. In [23], tradi-
tional MDP requires explicit transition probability which is hard
to set a precise value. Accordingly, [6], [14], [21], [22], [24], [26]
integrate reinforcement learning to strengthen MDP by learning
environments. This approach works particularly well in real en-
vironments for the reason that most environments are dynamic.
Therefore, it is unreasonable and impractical to assume explicit
transition probability in advance.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. MTC Traffic Model

To consider the speical feature that a large number of IoT
devices attempting to access the network in short time, we apply
3GPP model developed in [5] as our traffic model. In particular,
it suggests that MTC packet arrivals over a given time period T
with Beta distribution as follows

fT (t) =
tα−1(T − t)β−1

Tα+β−1Beta(α, β)
, (1)

where Beta(α, β) indicates the Beta function, and parameters α
and β are set as 3 and 4, respectively [11], [27], [28]. Please note
that the original Beta distribution f(t) over [0, 1] is rescale as
fT (t) over a controllable time interval [0, T ] in this model [11].
By separating the arrival period into T

Δt timeslots with index

j, the access intensity in the j-th timeslots is N
∫ tj +Δt

tj
fT (t),

where tj is the time of the j-th timeslot and N is the expected
number of MTC devices. According to the observation that the
3GPP model is equivalent to a modulated Poisson process (i.e.,
NHPP) with mean arrival rate λ(t) in each timeslot [12], the
expected number of arrival in timeslot t follows a modulated
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Fig. 1. 3GPP MTC traffic model: Interpretation as modulated Poisson process.

Poisson process as

λ(t) = fT (t)× Δt

T
×N. (2)

Fig. 1 verifies the correctness of (2) with parameters N =
300 K and T

Δt = 10 K. The value of N selected in this paper is
much larger that suggested by [5] (i.e., 30 K) since the access
from MTC devices must be more massive in the near future.

B. Network Model

We consider a LTE-A cellular network model consisting of
irregular deployed eNBs. The first spatial distribution of eNBs
is assumed to follow a homogeneous Poisson Point Process
(PPP) [29] with density λ, where the number of eNBs is gen-
erated by using Poisson distribution while those eNBs are de-
ployed in the networks by using Uniform distribution. PPP is
considered as a good candidate model for the location of eNBs
in cellular networks since tractable results on throughput are
derived [30], [31]. To comprehensively evaluate the proposed
scheme in a realistic environment, real data of eNBs deploy-
ments with the aid of OpenCellID project [32] is applied. The
OpenCellID project maintains a complete and open database of
eNB information worldwide, and we can easily retrieve latitude
and the longitude information of eNBs according to the target
urban area. Regarding the location of MTC devices, a uniform
distribtuion is applied.

The successful reception of a transmission at an MTC device
depends on if the Signal to Interfere and Noise Ratio (SINR)
observed by the MTC is larger than an SINR threshold (denoted
by θ). LTE-A standard suggests that the MTC to select the
eNB which offers the highest recieved signal strength (know as
the RSS-based solution). We assume that each eNB provides δ
resource units for MTC devices, that is, δ MTCs can be served by
one eNB simultaneously. At each arrival moment, MTC devices
arrive in the form of NHPP model and Mobility Management
Entity (MME) is served as the control center with full knowledge
about the eNBs and MTC devices. Therefore, MME is able to
selection the eNB according to different selection methods for
each MTC devices.

C. Performance Metrics

To evaluate the load balance of LTE-A network due to nu-
merious arrivals of MTC devices, blocking probability pb and
transmission rate μ are included as the performance metrics.
Typcially, an MTC request will be blocked if the serving eNB
has no more resource (i.e., overloading) or if the MTC device is
located outside the coverage area of any eNB. As a result, the
blocking probability pb can be expressed as

pb =
Nf

N
, (3)

where Nf is denoted as the number of failed MTC requests.
Moreover, we use transmission rate μ to understand the quality
of transmission for the successful MTC connections, and it is
defined as

μ = Bandwidth× log2(1 + SINR). (4)

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

As we mentioned in Section III-A, the arrival process of
MTC devices follows modulated Poisson process, and thus the
memoryless property is hold. Consequently, the eNB selection-
making process can be formulated as a MDP, which typically
acts as an analytical tool for sequential decision making in a
dynamic environment.

A. Markov Decision Process (MDP) Formulation

In MDP, future states depend only on the current state rather
than the former ones (i.e., it guarantees the Markov property). To
apply MDP to formulate the eNB selection-making process, first
we have to define network states, actions, transition probability,
and reward. Next we use approaches such as linear program-
ming, value iteration, and policy iteration to make an optimal
decision. The details are descrbied as follows.

States: We simply define a state of an MTC device n ∈ N as
the eNB it selected. In particular, we say that an MTC device
is in state sk if it is connecting to the k-th eNB.

Actions: When an MTC device arrives, the center controller
(i.e., MME) will take an action according to the current
state s. In this case, the action a(s,s ′) indicates a transition
from a certain state s to target state s′. If the action is avail-
able (i.e., the MTC device is within the coverage of eNBs), it
is set as 1; otherwise, it will be 0, that is,

a(s, s′) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

1, if the MTC device is within the
coverage area of eNB of state s,

0, otherwise.
(5)

Transition Probability: The transition probability p(s, s′, a)
means the probability of choosing a certain action, result-
ing in a transition from state s to s′. It depends on user arrival
rate, preference, MME setting, and decision-making algo-
rithm. However, these are not easy to be obtained in a real
network. In this case, reinforcement learning is considered as
a suitable alternative. The MME learns what action to take by
trial-and-error instead of estimating user behaviors. Among
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the existing RL algorithms, we select VDBE for its compati-
bility, and details of RL algorithms will be introduced in the
next subsection.

Reward: The reward is obtained after the request of an MTC
device is accepted by an eNB and no reward is given if the re-
quest is blocked. The reward consists of we consider received
SINR at user side and network loading at network side. The
load of k-th eNBs simply is defined as

Lk =
current number of users

capacity
. (6)

Overall, let r(s, s′, a) denote the feedback received when an
MTC device takes an action a and turns out to be state s′ from
s, it can be defined as:

r(s, a) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

r(s, s′, a) = w1 × (1− Ls ′)
+w2 × μs ′ , accepted,

0, blocked,
(7)

where w1 and w2 are variables for normalization.

Obviously, knowing r(s, a) and p(s, s′, a) is the basis to
dervie an optimal policy. However, the transition probability
p(s, s′, a) is really difficult to be estimated exactly. Alterna-
tively, reinforcement learning comes as a solution because it
can learn from previous experiences in a trial-and-error fash-
ion, and choose the appropriate actions without explicit state
transition probability.

B. Reinforcement Learning (RL)

In the proposed RL framework, MME plays a role of the
agent, and interacts with MTC devices. At each discrete
timeslot t ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}, the agent is in a certain state s ∈ S.
After the selection of an action a ∈ A, the agent receives a
reward and passes into a successor state s′. The decision of
choosing an action in a certain state is characterized by a policy
π(s) = a. We denote Q(s, a) as a state-action value function,
that is, the expected discounted reward when starting in state s
and selecting action a. Our goal is to find an optimal solution
policy πopt which maximizes the state-action function.

πopt(s) = arg max
a∈A

Q(s, a). (8)

1) Q-Learning Function: In this case, value functions are
learned by sampling observations of the interaction between the
agent and its environment. At timeslot t, when state-action pair
p(s, a) is visited (i.e., the agent performs an action a in a state
s), the agent earns reward r(s, a), and ends up in state s′ at
t + 1. Then the Q-value function of state-action pair is updated
as:

Q(s, a) = Q(s, a)

+ ρ

{

r(s, a) + γ max
a∈A

Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)
}

. (9)

2) Exploration and Exploitation: At every decision epoch,
the agent makes the decision to maximize the effects of actions
decided by the agent. Two modes can be applied as follows.
In order to discover an effective action, the agent needs to try

different actions in the beginning, thus the agent may select
the possible action by random, this is called exploration mode.
Otherwise, the agent will choose the action it has tried in the
past and find the one which provides highest reward, which is
known as exploitation mode. Exploitation is obviously suitable
for a stable environment where the previous experience is useful
while exploration is more appropriate to make a new discovery
when environment changes rapidly. Since RL is an dynamic
iterative learning algorithm, exploration and exploitation should
be simultaneously performed.

By adjusting the probability between exploration and ex-
ploitation, many variants in RL-family are proposed, which have
different properties. With massive MTC arrivals, our environ-
ment is highly dynamic, and we need a very flexible algorithm to
take the advantages of exploration and exploitation efficiently.

3) Value-Difference Based Exploration (VDBE) Policy: In
our work, we adopt VDBE, which introduces a state-dependent
exploration probability, ε(s), to tackle selection issue. Instead
of a global parameter, ε(s) in VDBE is state-dependent, which
means every eNB has different exploration probability. It is
more suitable in our network because the simultaneous condi-
tion of each eNB is not the same. The idea of VDBE is to be
more explorative when the circumstance is uncertain, which is
indicated by fluctuation (value-difference) function f(s, a, σ)
during learning, such as the beginning of learning process. The
function f(s, a, σ) is obtained by computing after each learning
step, and is expressed as:

f(s, a, σ) =
1− e

−|Q t + 1( s , a )−Q t ( s , a ) |
σ

1 + e
−|Q t + 1( s , a )−Q t ( s , a ) |

σ

. (10)

On the other hand, exploration should be reduced as far as more
information and knowledge is gained. Generally speaking, more
information gained indicates a very small or no difference on
reward value. The exploration probability ε(s) can be expressed
as

εt+1(s) = δ × f(s, a, σ) + (1− δ)× εt(s), (11)

where σ ∈ [0.1] is a positive constant called inverse sensitiv-
ity, determining the influence of the selected action on the
state-dependent exploration probability. δ is the number of ac-
tions in current state. At the beginning of the learning process,
all exploration probabilities are initialized to arbitrary (e.g.,
εt(s) = 1 for all states).

The overall learning procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section presents the simulation results of the proposed
VDBE scheme using the network model described in Section II.
The performance of this scheme is compared to that of a pure
MDP scheme without introducting RL, and a typical RSS-based
scheme. The RSS-based scheme assumes that each MTC device
always select eNB with best signaling quality. The MDP scheme
without RL does not determine the impact the action has caused
on the current state. The comparison could show the sole effects
of two critical components of VDBE scheme, that is, MDP part
and RL part. To further evaluate the importance of adaption of
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Algorithm 1: Q-learning with VDBE policy..
Initialization:
• timeslot← 0.
• Q(s, a)← 0, ∀s ∈ S and ∀a ∈ A.
• δ(s)← 0, ∀s ∈ S.

while do timeslot ≤ ending time
MME observes state s
if exploration then

chooses an action a(s, a) randomly
else

chooses a = maxa∈A Q(s, a)
end if
Perform a
δ(s)← δ(s) + 1
Reward r(s, a) gained
Update Q-value according to eqn (9)
Update ε(s) according to eqn (11)
s← s′

timeslot← timeslot +1
end while

VDBE scheme in high dynamice environment, where numerous
MTC devices arrive massively, we also compare RL schemes
with different polices as follows.

1) ε-greedy policy. At decision epoch the agent performs
exploration with probability ε, and it exploits stored Q-
values with probability 1− ε. Here, ε is a tuning parameter
between 0 < ε < 1, which is sometimes changed, either
according to a fixed schedule, or adaptively based on some
heuristics. Typically, in order to improve long-term net-
work reward, the exploration is never stopped, but rather
reduce as time goes by.

2) softmax policy. Instead of a exploration probability, the
softmax utilizes action-selection probabilities which are
determined by ranking the value-function estimates using
a Boltzmann distribution as follows.

P{st = s, at = a} =
e

Q t ( s , a )
τ

∑
b e

Q t ( s , b )
τ

, (12)

where τ is a positive parameter called temperature. High
temperatures cause all actions to be nearly equitable,
whereas low temperatures cause greedy action selections.

A. Network Environment

We consider a LTE-A cellular network model consisting of
irregular deployed eNBs with two different distribution mod-
els. By applying PPP, we could easily model the distribution of
eNBs with acceptable accuracy in numerical results. Moreover,
by exploiting the real data of eNBs from OpenCellID project,
a more realistic result will be retrieved. In particular, we con-
sider 209 eNBs in around 20 km2 from the central of Taipei city,
Taiwan. Fig. 2 shows the filtered-out eNB locations using Open-
CellID and PPP in Google Map of Taipei City. Under a specific
eNB deployment, we generate the arrivals of MTC devices in
each timeslot t by using our MTC traffic model and then deploy

Fig. 2. eNB distribution scenarios. (a) Open Cell ID, (b) PPP.

TABLE I
PARAMETER SETUP

Parameter Value

The size of target area 20 km * 20 km
Number of MTC devices N from 100K to 1000K
Location of MTC devices uniform distribution
Number of eNBs K 209
Location of eNBs Open Cell ID and PPP
MTC Arrival rate/departure rate 3
Capacity of eNBs from 2K to 3K
Learning epochs T 10K
SINR threshold θ 0 dB
σ in VDBE 0.3
τ in Softmax 1
ρ of Q-value 0.5
γ of Q-value 0.1

those MTC devices uniformly. The simulation experiments are
built on Matlab platform, and the parameter setup follows the
3GPP model [5]. The details of parameter setup are shown in
Table I. Please note that the parameters related RL schemes
are determined according to the suggestions from [13]. As we
mentioned in Section III-C, the performance metrics consid-
ered in the simulation experiment are blocking probabiilty pb ,
transmission rate μ, and load balancing situation of the whole
network.

B. Simulation Results

Effects of N on pb under different eNB selection schemes: Figs. 3
and 4 respectively plot pb against N in OpenCellID and
PPP environments under RSS-based, MDP without RL, RL-
softmax, RL-greedy, and RL-VDBE eNB selection schemes.
We can observe a phenomenon that as N increases, pb in-
creases. It is simply due to that as N becomes larger, the eNB
with fixed capacity could not accept more MTC requests, and
pb becomes larger.
The reason that RSS-based scheme gets worst performance
is due to that the MTC devices always connect to the cloest
eNB withoug considering if the eNB is overloading or not.
This scheme simply only takes user side information into
consideration. Regarding traditional MDP, it treats all possi-
ble eNBs as options, which might be more flexible than RSS-
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Fig. 3. Effects of the number of MTC devices on the blocking probability
under different eNB selection schemes in PPP scenario.

Fig. 4. Effects of the number of MTC devices on the blocking probability
under different eNB selection schemes in OpenCellID scenario.

based scheme. However, without favoring the one with higher
reward, MDP without RL could not get an optimal results.
The rest RL schemes outperform the previous two schemes
for not only considering network circumstances but learn-
ing to obtain the target eNB which provides higher reward.
Among different policies in RL, VDBE is able to be pro-
exploration when the situation is unsteady. In our simulation
environment, the simultaneous access requests from numer-
ous MTC devices and consequent drop-out could fluctuate
the loading of eNBs in the target area. Hence, the VDBE pol-
icy performs particular suitable and better than softmax and
greedy policies.
By comparing the results of Figs. 4 and 3, we observe that
eNBs in OpenCellID scenario are more unevenly distributed,
which makes it more difficult to reach the overall network
balance than the PPP scenario with even distributed eNBs.
We could get an exciting result that in the realistic envi-

Fig. 5. Effects of the number of MTC devices on the average transmission
rate for non-blocked MTC devices under different eNB selection schemes in
PPP scenario.

Fig. 6. Effects of the number of MTC devices on the average transmission
rate for non-blocked MTC devices under different eNB selection schemes in
OpenCellID scenario.

ronment where eNBs are distributed unevenly, the proposed
RL-VDBE scheme outperforms all other schemes more sig-
nificantly.

Effects of N on μ under different eNB selection schemes:
Figs. 5 and 6 respectively plot μ averaged by non-blocked
MTC devices against N in OpenCellID and PPP environ-
ments under RSS-based, MDP without RL, RL-softmax, RL-
greedy, and RL-VDBE eNB selection schemes. These two
figures provide a local view because only non-blocked de-
vices are concerned. The results show that RSS-based gains
the best performance. It is due to the reason that MTC de-
vices will choose the eNB with highest RSS, thereby result-
ing in the highest transmission rate. The RL schemes have
lower transmission rate since they also include network load-
ing as the objective for the optimization. Regarding tradi-
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Fig. 7. Effects of the number of MTC devices on the average transmission rate
for all MTC devices under different eNB selection schemes in PPP scenario.

tional MDP, it does not treat the eNB with higher reward as
preference, resulting in a complete random decisions and
lowest transmission rate.
We can observe in these two figures that there is a decreas-
ing trend for μ when N increases. It is due to the reason
that as N increase, the number of non-blocked MTC de-
vices increases while the total resource an eNB could of-
fer is fixed. As a result, the average transmission rate for
non-blocked MTC will slightly decrease. However, μ of
RSS-based, RL-softmax, and MDP without RL schemes in
OpenCellID scenoario (refer Fig. 6) slightly increase when N
increases. As we can observe in Fig. 4, these three schemes
have a higher pb when N is larger. The higher average trans-
mission rate for non-blocked MTC devices in these schemes
are beneficial from smaller number of non-blocked MTC de-
vices. These results can reflect a phenomenon that RSS-based,
RL-softmax, and MDP without RL schemes facilitate the non-
blocked MTC devices since a higher average transmission rate
is supported, howeover, those schemes might not applied by
the operator since smaller number of MTC devices can be
served.
Figs. 7 and 8 respectively plot μ averaged by all MTC de-
vices against N in OpenCellID and PPP environments under
RSS-based, MDP without RL, RL-softmax, RL-greedy,
and RL-VDBE eNB selection schemes. By taking both
blocked and non-blocked MTC devices into consideration,
the result could reflect the performance of the oveall network
in a more fairness fashion. We can observe that although
RSS-based scheme still has the highest transmission rate,
the gap between RSS-based and RL-based schemes become
smaller, especially in the case of OpenCellID scenario. The
decending trend of μ when N increases becomes obvious
and reason is same as we descrbied previously. The proposed
RL-VDBE scheme performs better than RL-softmax when
N < 300000 and performs slightly worse than RL-softmax
when N > 300000. It implies that with N < 300000 (i.e., an

Fig. 8. Effects of the number of MTC devices on the average transmission
rate for all MTC devices under different eNB selection schemes in OpenCellID
scenario.

appropriate number of MTC devices nowadays), RL-VDBE
performs best in RL-family both in the perspecitves of pb

and μ. Please note that from the perspective of general MTC
devices, relatively small transmission rate is required than
H2H and thus the performance of RL-VDBE is acceptable
even when N > 300000.

Loading of each eNB in OpenCellID scenario: Fig. 9 inves-
tigates the loading of each eNB in OpenCellID environ-
ment under RSS-based, MDP without RL, RL-softmax, RL-
greedy, and RL-VDBE eNB at the peak arrival moment (i.e.,
T = 5000) when N = 600000. As we can see among them,
RSS-based scheme leads to the most fluctuating outcome be-
cause it always chooses the eNB with strongest RSS without
considering the condition of loading. An exciting result is
that the proposed RL-VDBE scheme outperforms all other
schemes from the perspective of load balancing since its
value-difference feature could directly impact the exploration
probability when the load fluctuates. That is, when the burst
arrival occurs, the load of certain eNB will get much heavier,
causing the exploration in such eNB state become higher in
order to seek the better eNB.

C. Notes on Complexity

This subsection analyzes the computational complexity to
demostrate the implementation cost of the proposed RL-VDBE
scheme [33]. The computational complexity of the RL-based
algorithms is limited by the number of update operations of the
Q-value. Obviously, the agent can be in one state at any moment,
and thus the computation complexity depends on the number
of actions (denoted as n). We summarize the total number of
operations required by each element of the RL-VDBE algorithm
in Table II. The complexity of the proposed RL-VDBE scheme
is acceptable comparing with other computational-consuming
operations in MME.
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Fig. 9. Loading of each eNB under different eNB selection schemes when T = 5000 (i.e., peak arrival) and N = 600000 in OpenCellID scenario.

TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENT FOR RL-VDBE SCHEME

Step Instruction

Identification of current and
previous states

2 read

Choose action n read n − 1 comparisons
Update Q n + 1 read n comparisons
Update ε 4 read 3 division 2 exponentiation

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we attempt to tackle the MTC overload issue
from the perspectives of both network side and device side.
Due to the MTC traffic characteristic, it is estimated that a
massive number of MTC devices will send requests to eNBs,
resulting in the congestion and overload in RAN. By model-
ing massive MTC arrivals as an NHPP, we formulate the eNB
selection problem as an MDP and integrate a learning-based
scheme with policy, VDBE, to manage the uncertainty and
fluctuation circumstances. The simulation shows that the pro-
posed RL-VDBE scheme outperforms traditional RSS-based
algorithm and standard MDP without the support of RL by
lowering 10% to 20% blocking probability. More specifically,
RL-VDBE scheme leads to better performance compared to
other RL-based schemes in terms of load balancing accord-
ing to our designated reward function. The reason behind the
improved performance is that RL-VDBE scheme addressing
exploration probability from each individual state rather than
a global standard. Moreover, VBDE is capable of sensing the
change of network environment and adapting the ratio between
exploration and exploitation. In summary, the simulation results
have proved that our proposed RL-VDBE scheme is particularly
fitting in MTC to avoid overload circumstance.
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